The present volume brings together 11 oral contributions on discrete applied problems, cellular automata and lattices presented for the 50th birthday of E. Goles (Santiago de Chile, August 2001). These oral contributions have been after prepared in written form and reviewed by external referees as regular papers for Theoretical Computer Science during the year 2002.
by E. Remila is a study about lattices focusing on the domino tilings of a polygon problem.
The present set of contributions is well representative of the eclectism Eric Goles shows in his own choices of new research ÿelds and o ers to the young community of his students numerous new ways of both theoretical and applied investigations in the "marvelous garden" of the discrete mathematics and their applications.
Eric has shown to many of us his mathematics and also his country, in particular, during memorable week ends at Isla Negra (happy days, happy years, etc.), near the house of Pablo Neruda. Because 2003 is the centennial year of Pablo Neruda and the 50th anniversary of the DNA, we o er to Eric these ÿrst owers of our Florilegium, a free French version of a captain's song by Pablo Neruda. 
